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[Full Version!]2017 August New Updated 300-175 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Share! Following are some new 300-175
questions: 1.|2017 New 300-175 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 255Q&As Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-175.html
2.|2017 New 300-175 Exam Questions & Answers Download:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNZjVxdkhhREFxblU?usp=sharing QUESTION 122An admin wants to make
sure that for each VLAN added to a vNIC, a static MAC address entry is added to the fabric interconnect. Which setting within
Cisco UCS Manager accomplishes this task? A. The MAC Register Mode in the network control policy is set to Only Native
VLAN.B. The MAC Register Mode in the LAN connectivity policy is set to All Host VLANs.C. The MAC Register Mode in the
network control policy is set to All Host VLANs.D. The MAC Register Mode in the LAN connectivity policy is set to Only Native
VLAN.E. The MAC Register Mode in the link protocol policy is set to All Host VLANs.F. The MAC Register Mode in the link
protocol policy is set to Only Native VLAN. Answer: C QUESTION 123Which statement about an iSCSI vNIC when it is created
with an overlay NIC is true? A. It can have any VLAN allowed on it.B. It can be assigned a unique MAC address.C. It can
have a unique pin group assigned to it.D. It can have only the overlays native VLAN associated to it. Answer: D QUESTION 124
While configuring communication between vCenter and Cisco UCS, which two items are contained in the extension file? (Choose
two.) A. extension keyB. plug-in version informationC. SSL private certificateD. Cisco UCS Manager SSL public certificate
E. SSH public keyF. Cisco UCS Manager admin credentialsG. IP address of the hosts utilizing VM linkH. vCenter SSL
public certificate Answer: AD QUESTION 125Cisco UCS Manager has deleted the VM object from its database, yet it still exists in
vCenter. For which two reasons is the object removed from the Cisco UCS Manager database? (Choose two.) A. The VM last
passed traffic more than 5 minutes ago.B. The VM is misconfigured.C. The VM has been offline for more than 15 minutes.D.
vCenter is offline.E. The VN link policy has been set for auto-deletion during a vMotion event.F. The link between the fabric
interconnect and IOM is offline.G. The object was deleted in the Cisco UCS Manager, which also deletes it from vCenter.H. The
VM traffic is being sent to a SPAN Answer: CF QUESTION 126Which option describes the difference between "high-performance"
and "none" on a VM-FEX port profile? A. None is software assisted, and high-performance is software and hardware assisted.B.
None indicates that VM-FEX is not used on this interface, and high-performance indicates that is used.C. None is used for
management profiles, and high-performance is used for mission-critical data profiles.D. None assumes default scheduling settings
for the port profile, and high-performance gives the ports priority in scheduling. Answer: A QUESTION 127While configuring
VM-FEX for Hyper-V, the virtual switch does not show up when you add the host with the port-profile management snap-in. Which
statement describes the most likely cause? A. SR-IOV is not enabled for the virtual switch inside Hyper-V.B. Cisco Nexus
1000v is not enabled for the virtual switch.C. Hyper-V requires Cisco UCS Manager to utilize Cisco Discovery Protocol on the
vNIC profile.D. An active VM is not associated with the port profile.E. VM-FEX does not work with Hyper-V.F. VM-FEX
has been configured on the Catalyst switch but not in System Center yet. Answer: A QUESTION 128Which statement about
Adapter FEX is true? A. Adapter FEX extends the fabric into the server.B. Adapter FEX extends the fabric into the hypervisor.
C. Adapter FEX extends the fabric down to the FEX port.D. Adapter FEX extends the fabric down to the VM. Answer: A
QUESTION 129Which technology makes VM-FEX possible? A. VXLANB. VNTAGC. VPCD. DVS Answer: B
QUESTION 130Where do you configure the VLAN when provisioning new VLANs in VM-FEX? A. vCenter on the port groupB.
Cisco UCS Manager on the port profileC. Cisco UCS Manager on the service profileD. vCenter on the host Answer: B
QUESTION 131When using VM-FEX, the new VMs are not connected, but existing VMs are unaffected. Which option describes
the most likely cause? A. Binding is set to ephemeral on the DVS, but it must be set to static.B. Dynamic NICs have been
exhausted.C. Hostd on the host has stopped responding to Cisco UCS Manager.D. The adapter has failed. Answer: B
QUESTION 132Which of the following is true concerning Fibre Channel communications on a Cisco Unified Computing System?
A. Each VSAN requires a dedicated VLAN to carry FCoE traffic.B. FCoE VLANs are created like Ethernet VLANs on Cisco
Unified Computing System Manager.C. FCoE VLANs may overlap with Ethernet VLANs.D. Cisco Unified Computing System
Manager supports a maximum of 128 active VSANs. Answer: A QUESTION 133Which three tasks can a user with the
ext-lan-policy privileges perform? (Choose three.) A. Configure management interfaces on the fabric interconnect.B. Configure
Ethernet pin groups.C. Configure management interfaces monitoring policy.D. Create/modify/delete vNIC/vHBA placement
policies.E. Configure DNS providers and DNS domain.F. Specify the allowed range for virtual MAC addresses.G. Configure
fabric interconnect system name.H. This privilege has full access to all operations. Answer: BDF !!!RECOMMEND!!! 1.|2017
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